Fingerprinting Electronic Structure in Nanomaterials: A Methodology Illustrated by ZnSe Nanowires.
Characterizing point defects that produce deep states in nanostructures is imperative when designing next-generation electronic and optoelectronic devices. Light emission and carrier transport properties are strongly influenced by the energy position and concentration of such states. The primary objective of this work is to fingerprint the electronic structure by characterizing the deep levels using a combined optical and electronic characterization, considering ZnSe nanowires as an example. Specifically, we use low temperature photoluminescence spectroscopy to identify the dominant recombination mechanisms and determine the total defect concentration. The carrier concentration and mobility are then calculated from electron transport measurements using single nanowire field effect transistors, and the measured experimental data were used to construct a model describing the types, energies, and ionized fraction of defects and calculate the deviation from stoichiometry. This metrology is hence demonstrated to provide an unambiguous means to determine a material's electronic structure.